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V I tJ
By Andrea Lodahl
and
Elizabeth Peacock

The standing Admissions Committee
met Tuesday, February 5 for the 'first
time in over a year to Jearn that ap·
plications appear to have dropped sub·
stantially.
Dean Allan Stillwagon reported to the
Committee, composed of four faculty
and two students and chaired by
Professor Sax, lhat Jaw school applications are down about 15% nationwide. Our applications appear to be
down
'about 19•,2%.'
However,
Stillwagon cautioned that the figure
might be deceiving if a large number of
Our ap·
applications come in late.
plications deadline is January 15, one of
the earliest in the country.

LAW SCHOOL APPLICATIONS are
decreasing because of demographic
trends that were used to predict a drop
some years ago. The drop was delayed
by the increase in applications of
women and minorities applying to law
school, but now is beginning to be felt.
Undergraduate
enrollments
in
traditional feeder majors for low
s chool-philosophy , English, and
history-have also declined and there
has been an increase in business and
computer science undergraduate
majors.
Fear of the financial burdens of law
school was cited as a possible factor by
Stillwagon, but he also said "lhis
argument doesn't prove to be true as
much as expected."

�

Stillwagon also explained details of
the Special Admissions program is
response to a question from a student
member of the Committee. Originally,
he said, Michigan followed a policy of
"academic Darwinism"-boping that if
Michigan
was
receptive
and
welcoming, an acceptable proportion of
otherwise qualified minority students
would be attracted to the Law School.
By the early 1960's, he continued, il
became evident that the Darwinist
policy was not working and the faculty
began to investigate ways to improve
minority admissions. A formal policy
of active recruiting at black colleges
and actively seeking Black, Chicano,
Native American and mainland Puerto
Rican students was initiated. However,

he said, the program was only modestly
successful. Stillwagon attributed part
of its problem to failure to get a
"critical number" o f minority students
so that others would feel culturally sup
ported.
AT PRESENT, THERE is a goal of 10
to 12 percent minority enrollment.
About five percent can currently be
admitted through regular admissions
and then the rest of the goal is fuUilled
through special admissions.
Rob
Valdespino, a student member of the
committee and also a HLSA member,
asked why the goal could nr b in
creased to 15 to 17 percent. fhis last
year's entering class is composed l r 17
percent minority students, with J 41h
•

See ADMISSIONS. ()age four
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Congressman Action On Loan Forgiveness
Crockett
Speaks on
South Africa
---By Bruce Vlelmetti

Congressman

George

Crockett, Jr., is a

1934 Michigan

W.

J.D. who was recently arrested at
a

protest of apartheid

South

African

at the

embassy

in

Washmgton. Crockett spoke in a
BLSA-sponsored presentation
here Friday. Crockett has served
on

the

Foreign

Affairs

and

Judiciary Committees as well as
in

the

Aging.

Selecl

Commillee

on

Before his election, he

served as Judge in Recorder's
Court in Detro;t, m the Labor
Department, and in the Fair Em
ployment Practices Commission
as well as in various capacities for

the VA W.

The RG 's Andrea

Lodahl met with Crockett to ask
about

the

politics

of

South

African apartheid
RG: Th e first thing I wanted to ask
you about was the protests of South
Africa.
I understand you were

recently arrested protesting at the
embassy. What do you make or the
sudden resurgence or protest about
South Africa?
GC: I don't think it's a resurgence.

I think instead it's a new develop

ment. In the past blacks generally
have been somewhat conscious of
the situation in South Africa, but not
nearly to the extent that they have
become in recent years, and this is a
sort of an overflow of that resen
tment. I think the protests are sur
prising a Jot of people, including a lot
of blacks, because it wasn't planned.
See CROCKETT. page four

More than 30 students discussed the
need for broad law school support to
launch a loan forgiveness program at
the initial meeting of a task force for·
ming to research and promote such a
program at Michigan.
Despite the fact the administration
seems to have shelved the issue alter
making motions toward tackling it last
fall, meeting organizer Eric Hard
argued it is too early to punt. "This is
certainly not a dead letter with certain
administration people," he said.
Hard explained that Dean Sue Eklund
remains a strong backer of having the
administration consider a loan
forgiveness program. He said she had
been instrumental last year in making
such consideration a priority of the
scholarships and awards committee,
and had done some ext.ensive financial
backgrounding with former committee
chairman Prof. Fred Schauer before he
was switched to another committee last
semester.
Sandy WhiteseU, director of financial
aid, has also compiled much infor
mation about loan forgiveness at other
law schools. "Eklund and Whitesell

together have a ton or information,"
Hard said, "and we could get started by
going through all of that." He also
suggested writing for even more
material from more schools.
"The faculty is too busy to fmd all this
stuff out on their own." Hard said, "so
we've got to research and put this in·

Circuit Jud�te Amab·a Ktant lull!.\
class . � lOr), page four.

10

formation in Crontot tnem.
The group agreed that an effort
should begin to assemble a report on
loan forgiveness that would examine
the need for such a program, compare
existing programs at other schools and
present financial mechanics of im·
See LOAN, page four

sludrnl�> In Prore.�or Israel's Criminal Proced un

Picozzi Hearing Begins Monday
By Mark Harris

Attorneys for former law student
James Picozzi and the University have
agreed on a hearing o(ficer and a star
ting date for the hearing on Picoui's
responsibility for the 1983 fire in his
Law Quad room. Parties have named
local Ann Arbor attorney Robert Guen
The
zel as the presiding officer.
hearing will commence at 9:00 a.m.
Monday February 18 in the Law School
moot court room and will be open Lo the
public.
Guenzel is an attorney with the Ann
Arbor firm of Harris, Lax, Guenzel, and
Dew. The firm's partners include Ad·
junct Professor of Law Robert J.
Harris.
PICOZZI ATTORNEY Mark Gom
biner stated that Picozzi's chief counsel

at the bearing will be Allan Silber, a
New York attorney with drug and white
collar crime litigation. William Kun
tsler, whose firm originally filed the
complaint on Picozzi's behalf wiJJ be
unable to attend because of a
scheduling conflict with another case.
G<>mbiner said that a week bas been
blocked out for the bearing and that the
litigants have exchanged witness lists
with the University naming 31 potential
witnesses, including past and present
law students. Picozzi attorneys have
named five potential witnesses.
The hearing is part of a larger inquiry
into whether Law School Dean Terren·
ce Sandalow was justified in refusing to
issue a letter of good standing to Picozzi
which would have enabled the former

student to transfer to Yale Law School.
Sandalow has refused to issue a letter of
good standing without including in the
letter an additional statement in
dicating that there was a question about
Picozzi's eligibility to re-enroll at the

UM Law School.

Sandalow wrot � to Picozzi on May 3,

1983 that "Cl)he Information available

to us had led me to conclude that I
would not be warranted in permitting
you to re-enroll without a close
examination of the question whether
you are the person responsible for set
ting the March 8 fire." At the bearing
the University wiU have the burden of
showing b y clear and convincing
evidence that Picozzi was responsible
for the fire.
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be compared by analyzing and we1ghtmg

By Patricia Po l ach

THE LAST Res Gestae of fall semester, a

"Forum" piece by Dave Kopel characterized

comparable worth as "a recipe for economic

identified, e.g., "effort," "skill," "responsibility,"
Next, the em·
and "working conditions."
ployer/evaluator determines hov. to measure each

concept, and all wrong in his characterizations.
WHAT IS COM PARABLE WORTH?

factor, e.g .. •· 'Responsibility' will be measured on a

Comparable worth is a theory cf salary setting

ding Commiltee with student members (The Ad
missions Committee) and another group called
va,guely a "special group'' or "task force" composed
or the same members as the standing committee, ex
cept for tbe students. While we believe in this case
the

two

groups exist for legitimate and ethical

reasons, the appearance is suggestive or secrecy and
brings up the whole issue of student participation in
running the Law School.
The faculty really runs the law school. They have
the power to control admissions, faculty hiring,
curriculum and most other vital functions. And so
they should.

Students are transients, and lack ad

ministrative experience. But there's still a place for
students to act in an advisory capacity and to "wat
chdog'' so that decisionmakers are reminded bow
outsiders might view their acts.
Jn this Commiuee, for example, the student mem
bers have made useful suggestions thai might help t o
recruit superior minority candidates for the Law
School. They have also put in a buge amount of time

scaJe of I to 10 according to how much money IS
handled. Third, the factors are measured in each

which assumes two things: First, that each job in a

particular job, resulting in a point total for the JOb.

workplace should be paid according to its content

Finally. salaries are set according to the total poin

holds it, and second, that compensable factors can
be identified and measured across dissimilar jobs.
To elaborate:

W

AGES SHOULD B E BASED ON THE
WORTH OF THE WORKER RATHER THAN

THE

This past week a story came to light about a stan

do this; the most common is the "factor-point
analysis " First, the factors to be compensated are

disaster" and "an instrument of class oppression."
Kopel was only half correct in his definition of the

rather than according to the sex of the worker who

'Sunshine' Meetings
Should Be The Rule

their component parts. There are several ways to

SEX OF

THE

Women

W O R K E R.

workers earn only 63t for every dollar earned by
men. Studies show that onJy one-third to one·half of
this differential is accounted for by characteristics
of

jobs

(contributions

required)

or

to

profit,

characteristics

skills
of

levels

workers

(qualifications, lack of seniority, lower education,
fewer hours worked) or characteristics of the
market such as labor supply curves. The remaining
wage differential is associated only wirh rile sex of the
worker.

This is wage discrimination-the artificial

depression of wages relative to what they would be
if the jobs were occupied by men.

ts, since jobs with the same total point values have
comparable vaJue to the employer.
Kopel

analysis

wrongly

suggested

that

factor

pomt

was developed by comparable worth ad

vocates to raise selected wages. In fact, the bas1c
technique was developed by business consultants
nearly a century ago to assist employe�·· in
rationalizing wages. After World War II, it became
quite common for ;-rivale and public sector em
ployers to contract consultants to perform job
evaluations.
Comparable worth advocates merely recogmzed
the potential of this common system for revealing
and rectifying wage discrimination based purely on
sex.

Sure enough, studies of the public sector

revealed sex bias: female dominated jobs paid 5%
to 20% less than male jobs wlfh the same puinr fuctor
ratings. Comparable worth analysis would rectify
the bias by paying the same wage to jobs with the

In fact, there is data to indicate that the value of

same total points.
Kopel suggested that factor-point anaJyses are

with women. Secretarial work, high status when it

biased toward the job skills of women and white
collar workers. This is pure unfounded assertion.

an activity can be lowered merely by its association
was predominately performed by men, is now
predominately female and relatively low status.
Mid-level bank management is declining

is

status

as women swell its ranks.
Comparable worth is not a means to eliminate all
wage disparities. Wage setting on the basis of com
parable worth will eliminate only that differential
attributable purely to the sex of the worker.

D

ISSIMD...AR JOBS CAN BE COMPARED. Jobs
as dissimilar as secretary and truckdriver can

Sophisticated job evaluation is quite complex; a

substantial body of literature recognizes the dif
ficulty of constructing truly dbjective job measures.
However, the real concern in the current literature

is the lingering bias toward "male" charactenstics.
For instance. a biased evaluator may compare the
job of executive secretary unfavorably to that of
middle manager, even though they require quite
similar levels of responsibility, training. experienSee FACTOR, page three

and effort aidJng in the recruitment process itself, by
leiter writing and visiting schools. When a possibly
parallel committee composed of everyone but th�m is
found to exist, it'

a little disconcerting to those

students.
In this case, Dean Sandalow has explained that the
"special group" deals with operational matters that
include personne'l and other issues that the facnJty
and administration feel should not be shared with
tudents.
The problem is. once you've got a second commit
lee and you're already talking about kind-of-policy
related stuff, nobody's going to relish the idea of
saying, "Wait a minute. We've started ualklng about
admissions policy. We'IJ have to convene the fuJJ
We know there's been this speciaJ

t'CfiN I 6ET

Committee."

You

e,t..S£::1 VEAR

group meeting semi-regularty and we also know tbat

ANYTHING-
?''

the official, full Admissions Committee hasn't met
for over a year. [guess Admissions policy has been
in suspended animation all that while, huh?
Congress now must operate "in the sunshine"
unless national security can be shown to be im
The di.sadvantages in Congress, mainly
plicated.
posturing for constituents, are absent here. The ad
vantages, including the chance for some innovative
and non-entrenched input\ by students and the
assurance of being kept honest, are presenl. Given
the ease with which "task forces" can supersede a
fully-constituted Committee, let's be sure wben
Committees meet without students it's because they
reall) need to.

� -------J

Boycott Picketed Theaters
To the RG:
Over Christmas vacation, the Campus Theatre
Con South University) and the State Theatre Con

that they also work as projectionists, for no extra
pay.
Since then, projectionists and other employees

South State) were taken over by a theatre chain.

have been picketing these theatres. Although the

Upon taking over, the new management im
mediately fired all employees. The union projec
tionists, who bad earned $8.10 an hour, were

NLRB will take years to resolve the employees'

dismissed permanently. The candy-counter and
ti cket-taki ng staff, who earned about the minimum
wage, were offered their jobs back on the

condition

complaints, all students can stand up for fairness
right now, by refusing to cross picket lines, and by

boycotting

the union-busting Campus and St�te

Theatres.
Dave Kopel. 3L

.

Introspection and EXternships
Lalist? A great housing situation. close friends.
carmg co-workers, a healthy work environment, a
competent well-funded organization, challenging

Bv JEREMY FIRES'f\ONf:
\•ag-e-bond I: moving from

VAGABOND:

tasks, interesting topics, responsibility and input.

place to plac£> without a fixed

"

home: WANDERING.2o: of,

The water pricing project was ideal Cor me in

relating to, or characteristic of

many respects. I prefer working in one area. ap

o wonderer b: leading on unset

plying what I have learned in one microcosm to
the whole. Water pricing also provided a nice balan
ce between law and policy. In addihon, working
primarily with one attorney and one policy analyst
my experience wa� quite intimate. Finally, I was

tled, irresponsible or disreput
able life- vof,abondish.
From Webster'\ ..,ew Ninth Collrxlalt Ulttlonar) (empha
�is added).

able to renew old acquaintances and reenter water

J

politics, an area in which I had previously fled
disillusioned with humamty to such a degree I
decided to apply to law school of all places! Thus,

Another trip on the big bird as rny life fractures
once again. I'm really not sure where I am from
anymore or why I wanted to be a lawyer Did I ever
really want to be a lawyer? A good frtend kills him
self. another take:; a year or so ore from Jaw school.
still others hkr myself walk around not knowmg
why we are here
A new hfe, a ne'.' hving situation. new JOb, new co
workers, new frtends - fortunately old ones too.
Another opportumty to learn.to grow.lo dtscover...
S.<IV

fRl\(tSCO

IV\

IRHOR.

pames and the hke are being subsidited to grow
surplus crops to the desert! Not only are we all
paying for this, but in addition, we are causing

Water: H20; the magic elixir of life,

75%

Thus, as incredtble as it might sound. oil com

irreperable damage by mundating river beds and
creating toxk cesspool s with irrigation waste

of the

earth's surface. 75% of the human body.
We drink tt, freeze it, boiltt, filter it, sell it. buy it,

water. With aU of this as a backdrop, there are bat
tles in the arid West between the stales, between
federal government, between states, between

waste it, pollute it, (.am it:
We cook with it, wash with tl, irngate with it,
recreate with it, produce with it, heal with it:
We lobby for it, look for it, pray for it, slay for it;
We fish in it, swim In it, relllx In It, bathe in it,
make love in it, play in it, defecate in it;
We watch, hear, feel, smell perceive and know it.
What is it, about it, that makes it, special?
We do it, we do with it, we do for it, we do in it, we
do.
What better an item for the legal system, we can
not do without it. And what better a topic than water
policy for a fractured, distracted, frustrated, inten
se,

progressive,

feminist,

holistic

environmen-

geographic regions within a state. and between
irrigators, mumcipalities, industry. fisherpeople,
·

directors. It was ktnda tronic. A public meeting
without the public.
The nonlegal/nonpolicy aspects of my externship
were equally rewarding. Good coffee. cake
whenever someone had a birthday, a potluck
welcoming a member of the next �eneration, an of
fice party in December, talking with co-workers

And finally, I embarked on a new JOUrney

Till:. \Tl.Dl\T c,lff.ITO: Hill\ 1'\D IAtLLlS.
IIAT (Ol.'VTR)
IIOf \' Iff.\A
.,
L (,OOD T/'\tf
CIIARLf£'<; BtiR •I \D (,Rill:..... lh1• wntruHS !ln on
and on.

regulations to Asst. Secreatary Broadbent, to the
acting Director of the Bureau, and to the regional

the West and promote the family farm, the benefits
rrom water projects have InCreasingly gone to large
agribusiness corporattons Furthermore, long-term

{J"\11 ERStT> OF

\IlCHt(, IV l,111 �C/1001: Till I Ifl'-0 8IRR/0.

make law through ad hoc procedures. In one instan
ce, we for word of an irrigator's meeting in San
Francisco. At that meeting, irrigators raised their
objections to the Bureau of Reclamation's rules and

about things that matter and things that don't, and
the whole office closmg one day so we could all
spend a day at the ocean and get to know one
another as people. It was a human experience. It

nment to recoup the cost of the projects as provided
Cor m the statutes

RESOURCE') Df.fl "\SI:. COLSCI/.

tributinl! to something that was important.
I also got to observe our government essentially

my externship had kinda brought me full circle.
My work primarily concerned federal water
pricing policies, otherwise known as Reclamation
law. While Congress' ongmal mtenlton was to settle

fixed-rate contracts. have not allowed the gover

\4TUR4t

lamination from Westland Water District waste
water, I always had the feeling that I was con

hunters, water recreators, and preservationists all
for this valuable lillie molecule we call water.
With all of this as my stage, it was near im
possible for me not to enjoy my work. Whether I was
reading contracts, studying statutes, researching
the question of whether or not the changes in the
landholding
limitations
imposed
by
the

Reclamation Reform Act of 1982 impaired contrac
tual obligations in violation of the 5th Amendment
due process clause, or going on a tour of the Kester
son Wildlife Refuge to observe lhe selenium con-

wasn't just cranking out another memo.

JJJ
drivmg a cab. In one respect bemg a cabbte tS really
quite simple. you pick someone up at point A and
take them to pomt B. In another respect tt resem
bles a game, each driver trying to outpo·it ion the
others. However most tmportantly, it's hke hit·
chhiking, you never know who you're gomg to be in
a car with, or where you're going to go In other
words, it's about life, It's about people
Before my expenence I had always thought of
cabs as a wealthy person's mode of transportation.
But it isn't or at least doesn't have to be. With a
voucher system to aid the elderly, and a good mass
transit system, an efficient cab operation can
provide some freedom to those who can not afford a
car and are not able to rent one. Finally, for tbe rest
of us, the petty-bourgeois automobile owners,
maybe we can be convinced to leave our cars behind
and ride mass transit, supplemented by cabs.
So yes. Treat yourself. Challenge yourself. Find
yourself. Whether you wtnd up working for Ralph
Nader or for General Motors, searchtng out an ex
ternship is worth the effort. We can't help but be
richer from one another's experience. Besides, I
never would have thought of opening up my Jaw of
fice in a Bay Area Cab

Factor System Could End Wage Disparities

From pag�TY.o

ce, etc.

Stmilarly, a biased evallilator may gtve

more points for brief spurts of physical effort in a
"male" job than for the fatiguing repetition of small
physical movements in a ''female'' job

tial by sneering at white middle class feminists is
IJardly a constructive entry into the debate.
It is not class oppression to pay a nurse a wage

WHAT'S WRONG WITII TilE CHITICISMS OF

comparable to that of a physician's assistant if their
education and responsibility are comparable. It is

COMPARABLE WORTII?

not class oppression to pay a female factory worker

Kopel repeated most of the ty(JtCal criticisms of
comparable worth and invented a few of hts own.

a wage comparable to that of her male counterpart
if their physical strain is comparable. In the fac
tory where my mother worked for 20 years, the men
lifted heavy trays approximately once an hour, and

''

I

s

COMPARABLE

woRTH

AN

IN

STRUMENT Ofo' CLASS OPPRESSION?"

One of Kopel's unique objections is that
"the impetus for comparable worth comes from
while middle class organizations like NOW." This
criticism tS umque because Kopel made it up out of
whole cloth. In fact, the first supporters of the con
cept were labor unions like the United Electrical
Workers of America and the International Union of
Electrical Radio and Machine Workers. Unions like

swept up wasted materials. They scheduled their
own breaks and were free to move around the plant.
The women stood all day at one assembly line and

Second, the criticism overstates the possible effects

of legislation. Aft, Helen Remick points out, em
ployers in the 1890's testified in the Massachusetts

legislature that child labor Jaws would lead to chaos
in the productive process, cause employers to leave
the state, and lead the country into socialism.
''

C

AN

THE

PROBLEM

BY

JOB

INTEGRATION?''

BE

SOLVED

FinaUy,

Kopel suggested that a vigorous enforcement of
current antidiscrimination laws would eliminate
the wage gap, by pulling more women in higher

and cut their hands. They could only take breaks

paid, traditionally male jobs.

when someone took their place on the line. The men

integration

earned substantially more than the women even
though their jobs were far less grueling. A com

solution, for several reasons.
First, for integration to eliminate the entire wage

parable worth wage adjustment would mean pay

Kopel's criticism: the sneering anti-feminism it
represents. Since when should the support of NOW

''

be a dirty aspcrston on a movement?
In fact, the dialogue within the women's
movement is very much concerned with building

OUR

equity for t.bose women, not "class oppression·• of
the men. Let's be real.

W

OULD

COMPARABLE

WORTH

STROY THE FREE MARKET BASI

DEOF

One of the most frequent
criticisms of comparable worth is that It will
ECONOMY?"

bridges between women of different classes and
Such bridge building is the theme of this

destroy the free market as the basic mechanism
for setting wages. There are three problems with

year's 16th National Conference on Women and the
Law. Kopel may think he is clever for recognizing
potential conflicts between women of different

comparable worth, which is to pay a fair market

classes. However, the attempt to exploit that poten-

employees

bargain as equals over wages. Sex discrimination
makes women employees less equal bargainers;
comparable worth removes a market imperfecti o n.

for eight hours repeated over and over the same up
per body movements. packing boxes which bruised

IUE and AFSCME are at the leading edge of the
movement, as are coahtions of pink collar workers.
There's somethmg almost worse than falsity in

races.

model assumes that employers and

this criticism.

First, it misrepresents the goal of

wage to jobs in which wages arc artificiaUy
depressed by sex discrimination. The free market

alone

wJIJ

not

provide

However,
lbe entire

gap would require that 2/3 of the enlire work force.
male and female. change jobs or careers This is
not likely to occur.

Short of this form of total in

tegration, only a few women benefit.
There is another limitation to job integration:
legaUy enforced fair employment practices are im
portant, but they do not eliminate the sex role en
culturation that our girl children receive. Women
should have the right to seek any job free o f
discrimination; but until w e stop socializing women
to aim only for particular types of skills and am
bitions proportionally few of them will be able t o
choose non-traditional jobs.

Crockett Criticizes Apartheid
From Page One

you've got a considerable amount of

ll just came about. Two of my very
good friends went in to speak to the
South Arrican Ambassador and I
suppose when the South African
Ambassador concluded that the in
terview should be over, they con
cluded that it wasn't over, that they
had something else they wanted to
talk about. One word led to another,
and they decided they were not
going to leave. And then the Am
bassador made the mistake of
calling the police. Otherwise the
whole thing might have just fizzled
out right there.
But once he called the police and
you had all of this pubUcity about the

head of Transafrica and the
Congressional delegate from the
District of Columbia being arrested,
that attracted attention. That star
led the protests. I'm told that as of
now, they have arrested more than
one thousand people.
That was actually my next
RG:

que lion, whether It was organized
or whether you reel it should be har
nessed a little more formally as a

poUey thing, or do you think It's best

ulted to an individualized form or

prole t?

Well, there's a little more
GC:
organitation to it now, in that you
have so many people, outstanding

blacks as well as whites and out
standing organizations that want to
demonstrate concern, concern and
conscience, that I'm told that they
have enough volunteers now to go on
Cor another two months.
RG:
As an lndJvldual matter.

what do you think that indJvlduals,
legal professionals

and

others,

white participation or the protests at
the South African embassies.

RG: What about the constitution
that they put in force a couple of

years ago? That was widely seen. of
co�trse. as a kind of attempt to go a
sums .

Do

you

have

any

principle of divide. and vou continue

response

I think that the fact that the

In particular that's going on right
now that's especially objectionable.

I guess thls is aimed at the homelan

ds.

GC:

Well, I think the most recent
development is the word coming out
right now, that the whole policy of

the homelands and of moving blacks
out to the homelands, is being
suspended. I think that's a direct
result or the expressaon of concern

by President Reagan, which action
was a direct result of the black-I
really shouldn't say black, because

White

House

these developments in South Africa
that indicate a retreat by the gover
nment £rom its hard-core apartheid
policies. And in this struggle every

little bit heJps. Our job now is to
push the White House a little more.

And hopefully they will see the com
plete fallacy or their policy of "con

structive engagement."

RG: I was wondering If you had an

theid persists.

question is whether the white major
ity (sic) has sense enough to make
an accomodation before that comes
about. I think the time is running
out.

U you were sitting where
President Reagan is sitting now ...
GC: Heaven Forbid.
RG:

RG: ... do you have a couple or top
priority actions that you would take?
Yes. You see, I think the
GC:

struggle against apartheid is in
timately connected with the in

dependence of Namibia. So, if I can
possibly conceive of myself as being
in Mr. Reagan's position, 1 think the

first thing I would do is to tell
Chester Crocker, who is our
Assistant Secretary of State for

pull

back from

that business or saying that you've

got to get the last Cuban out of

Angola before you can bring South

Africa to the bargaining table to
bring about the independence of
Namibia.
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assiStance for even an ordinary, sole

pravate practice, if it were in, say, a

remote rural

area

without m a n y

lawyers < o r rich clients>
\'

Loan forgiveness programs at Harof.

Columbia,
..

Northwestern and

to name a few schools em- them,
generally
offer

graduates who take low-paying legal
jobs interest-free loans, or outright

grants, to pay off Interest accumulated
on student loans taken out for coJiege
and law school.

Task force organiters urged anyone

interested in working on projects or
with publicity to be watching for an

nouncements of a second meeting next
week.

George Crockett. Jr
dly, do a little political action work
around the election time.

Actually

get busy in the communities. Go to
the meetings of the Congressional
district organitalion in your district
Actually participate in visitng plant

gates and that kind of thing, and get
ting out the vole. It's funny how
quickly you can get the religion, and
find out that it's better than going to
a dance, really.

oplnJon about the long-term scenario

African Affairs to

nG: I had no idea that was true.
GC: Actually, my first year there

actually

beUeves-in fact, I know they do
because I have a letter from them
within the past week-they take
credit for bringing about some of

Loan Committee Moves

simple mcome limit. Theoretically, a
graduate could then receive repayment

here.

apartheid at long last after four
years of silence is a hopeful sign. I

GC: Yes. There's going to be a
violent revolution, and the whole

RG: I wanted to ask IJ. although thr
system I a horrible one and it
alway has been, U there Is anything

they wouldn't allow blacks to hve

President has spoken critically of

think the

I was

this building until I became Judge of

to the public sentiments here?

GC:

Well, I was thinking.

Recorder's Court and they invited
me over here to speak. The Law
Quadrangle hving accomodattons.
of course, had been completed, but

What do you reel about the
administration's

GC:

wondering If you were going to ask
me that. I'll give you a httle bit or
history that I'll probably share with
some of the students here. I came

anniversary of my law class of 1934
I thought about that \\hen l walked
up to the door, there was a bag tall
black fellow
He walked up to the
door and he pushed it open as though
he owned the building. And when I
was here I couldn't walk in this
building. I didn't see the inside of

to rule.

Reagan

What's It Hke to visit the l..aw

here to law school in 1931, and I was

proximately 2 million mixed and
Asians. It's an expression of the old

RG:

RG:

School after all th ese yea rs ?

back here last May for the fiftieth

statement about that?
GC: I think the baSIC objective of
the constitution was to head off or to
prevent any further cooperative ef
fort between the approximately 22
million
blacks
and
the
ap

GC: I think they have to jom the
protests, wherever they can make

name for fascism, and to the extent
that they can protest against it they
should do it.

GC: I suppose the first thing I would
tell them is, get yourself registered
You're all old enough. And secon-

brief

for the future or South Mrlca if apar

the point that our collaboration with
the government of South Africa is
really collaborating with the apar
theid system, that the apartheid
system is really just a modem-day

political careers?

part or the way and defuse some ten

should do i n order to make their

reeUngs known?

RG: Do you have any words or ad·

vice for law students interested in

were two black students in the law
school.
The Legal Research

building has just been opened Hut
chins Hall was not completed, and
my class was the first to have
classes in Hutchins Hall. So when I

come back, and see the changes that
have been made in terms of even the
limited increase in the number of

black students, I'm pleasantly sur
prased. But 1 still think at's got a long
way to go. When I go to Harvard. l

see far more black students there
than I see here at the Univesity oC
Michigan.

A dm issionsMeets
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percent

who

entered through the

Special Admissions program.
Professor Sax, committee chairman,
replied that the Committee has feared

if they admitted a larger percentage
through Special Admissions, there

would be a greater chance of admittang
students who might not successfully
graduate. "You don't want people to

feel as if they're about to fall or the
edge, like they're just barely scraping
by." he explained. Professor McCree,

a faculty committee member, added

that ·•no-one is done a favor when he or
she IS admitted to a system where suc

cess can't be predicted." McCree ex
pressed satisfaction w1th the current
percentage because it allows for a
reasonable prediciton of success.

The quest for topnotch minority can
didates also involves active recruit·
ment at some 40-60 schools all over the

country which are visated by Dean
Sullwagon and Olivia Birdsall, Senior

Admissions Counselor
Represen
tatives from HLSA and BLSA also vis1t

about 25 schools and write letters to
minority students offered admission.
urging them to accept.
The meeting was opened with a brief
explanation by Sax of confusion
surrounding the purviews of \'arious

bodies involved an the Admissions
process. Early this year, Dean San·
dalow authorized the formation of a
"special group'' or "task force"' <its

name seems to be in dispute> to address
1ssues invoJving the operations of the

Admissions Office
The ··spec1al
group" is comprised of the same mem
bers as the Admissions Committee.
sans the student members
''Since personnel matters are never
far below the surface, I fell there was a

place for a
body
to
evaluate
periodically the operations of the Ad

massions Office. as we did with the
L1brary, "";thout student members:·
Sandalow explatned

Deroy Fellow Makes Visit
By <\ndrea l.odahl
Judge Amalya Kearse, this year's
DeRoy fellow, visited the law school
this past week, attending classes and
meals with faculty and students.

Kearse graduated from the Law
School in 1962. Her career was a series

of groundbreaking "firsts": the first
black woman on the Michigan Law
Review. the first prominent black
woman securities lawyer, the first
black woman partner on Wall Street.

She was appointed as Circuit Judge to
the Second Circuit in 1979. Since she is

a conservative, her name has been
mentioned as a possible Supreme Court
prospect in Reagan's second term.

Kearse, who arrived Tuesday, was
able to mingle with faculty and students
in a variety of settings while here. She

attended classes all week, and had lun

ch with students on Wednesday and
Thursday.
John and Dorothy Reed

hosted Kearse for dinner Wednesday.
Thursday evening, a dinner and recep
tion wilb faculty and students was held
at Inglis House.

Bro wn Bag L unch Hears L ocal Media tor
Zena Zumeta, local attorney and co
founder of the Ann Arbor Mediation
Center spoke at a brown bag lunch
sponsored by the Women Law Students
Association last Thursday. Some 20
people heard Ms. Zumeta explain that
mediation, while not supported by the
entire legal community, is a unique new
field for dispute resolution that is often
more efficient and effective than
traditional legal methods.
A U-M Law graduate, Ms. Zumeta
began her legal career 10 years ago as a
labor lawyer representing nurses. In
this setting she realized that law school
bad taught her how to win disputes but
not bow to settle. Mediation became
her area of concentration and even
tually she left union lawyering to start
her own mediation clinic with a local
social worker.

According to Zumeta, mediation is
"In
very different from arbitration.
arbitration, the Arbitrator may impose
his decision. In mediation, I don't Im
decisions,
only
pose
facilitate
discussion toward a solution."
The Ann Arbor Mediation Center con
tinues to operate with Zumeta and a
social worker providing mediation ser
vices for a variety of situations where
non-traditional legal methods are ap
propriate. "Family law, partnership
problems1 consumer related complain
ts, and training services are the back
bone of our practice."
Zumeta 's decision to enler the
medialion profession was not well
received initially by the local bar com
munity. One exception was U-M Prof.
David Chambers who encouraged her
to use mediation i n family law

situations. Zumeta credits Chambers
for his early support and en
couragement.
While some attorneys see mediation
as a threat to their legal practice
(mediators are not currently licensed
in Michigan) the Michigan Bar suppor
ts the concept. The one exception to
this is lhe Family Law section of the
Bar Association. Zumeta says "The
Family Law bar hates mediation."
Zumeta describes a typical divorce
mediation. "First meeting is just to set
the tone for the mediation and put the
couple in a problem solving mind set.
The next step is to gather all the
necessary information and plan proper
ly settlements and budgets so that each
person can see what the other is get
ting. Finally, each person must have
the final agreement approved by their

own attorney before a judgment is
taken."
Zumeta explains "not all situations
are suited to mediation. For example,
problems where the parties are too
emotionally involved, or where one par
ty can't effectively negotiate, or spouse
abuse situations where the personal
dynamics are too weird. ''
Ms. Zumeta concluded by saying
"Mediation is sort of half way between
law and social work.

Often times we

encourage people to have our
agreements approved by their own at
torneys.

We are here to facilitate

discussion between two parties who
need to come to some sort of solution to
a problem that is at an impasse. This is
definitely going to be more important in
the future.

Clinic Candidate May Cut Court Contact
By Ruth Milkman
T� faculty is considering Robert
Condlin, a critic of traditional clinics, to
replace Paul Reingold as Clinic direc
tor. Reingold's two year term will be
up in September.
According to Tamara Miller, one of the
students on the faculty hiring commit
tee, Condlin "wants to get students
away from casework. He doesn't think
there is any valitlity to representing
clients at this stage in our careers.''
Currently students in the general
Clinic and the Child Advocacy Clinic
work with clients, and handle' cases,
supervised by the clinical intructors.

CondJin suggested that students work
with outside attorneys, and talk to
clients, but not actually represent
them, according to Miller. Clinic itself
would then be more academic, and
geared to having the students analyze
their experiences.
Miller, who participated in the Clinic
last year, said that she was shocked to
hear Condlin's ideas on clinics, when
she and three other students had dinner
with him. "When Professor Schauer
told us he had novel ideas, I had no idea
this was what it would be," said Miller.
" I really believe simulations are no

substitute for the opportunity to work

on real cases for real clients," said

---

JLSU SPEAKER-Professor of Law
Dr. Aaron Kirschenbaum of Tel
Aviv University wiU speak Wed
nesday, 13 February at the Law
School on "The Ethics of Police En
trapment." He will consider recent
entrapment controversies (AB·
SCAM, DeLorean) in light of
American and Jewish Law. The lec
ture CRoom 116, Hutchins Hall) will
start at 8 p.m. A session of questions
and answers will follow Dr. Kir
schenbaum's presentation.
This
program is free and open to the
general public.
from

the

student body for three awards given
annually at the Spring Honors Con
vocation.
The Jane L. Mixer
Memorial Award5 are made to the
law students who have made the
greatest contribution to activities
designed to advance the cause of
social justice. The Southfield Bar

and contributions of the nominee.
The nominating statement should be
addressed to the Awards Committee
and must be submitted to Mickey
Slayton, 307 Hutchjns Hall, no later
than February 22, 1985. Since the
nominating statement may be the
Committee's only source of infor
mation about the nominee, the
author should include all the infor
mation he or she would like the
Committee to consider. Eric Hard,
Joan Kripke and Joe Slater serve on
the
Awards
Committee,
welcome hearing from you.

and

Association Merit Award is made to
a student for his or her contribution
to legal education or to the legal
profession.
The Irving Stenn Jr.
Award is intended to honor a student
for demonstrated qualities of
leadership and for outstanding con·
tributions through extracurricular
activities to the well-being and

strength of the Law School or
University.
Students may make more than one
nomination and are encouraged to
make them soon. All nominations
by
must be accompanied
a
statement describing the aC'tivities

TWO-DAY COURSE in Developing
Negotiation Skills-A negotiation
seminar will be held on Saturday,
March 8 and Sunday, March 9, 1985.
There will be no charge and no Law
School credit. l l will be limited to
twenty upperclass students at the
Law School.

According to Prof. Fred Schauer,
the Personnel Committee,
of
even if Condlin were hired, the format
of the Cinic
l
would not necessarily
change. "How the Cinic
l
is run s
i a
faculty decision," said Schauer.
Schauer said that the faculty "is not
going to tell anyone precisely how to
teach his or her class."
However,
Schauer added, "it seems to me that a
striking change in terms of clients or
what Cthe Clinic's) mission is would be
a decision or the lacully as a whole."

tn addition, it is possible that Condlin
will come to Michigan not as the direc
lQr of the clinic, but to teach more

Notices

AWARDS SOMINATIONs-Nomi.n
ations are requested

kept.
of the Cnic
il

Interested students

should see Rosemary Vicary in 307
Hutchins Hall as soon as possible.
TWO PANEL DISCUSSIONS are

planned for this month-the first, on
Teaching, will be held on Tuesday,
February 12at4:00p.m. in Room 218
Hutchins. The following Tuesday,
Feb. 19, the panel on Judicial
Clerkships will be held at 4:00 p.m.
in Room 218 Hutchins.
PLACEMENT-We have received
the first few installments on this
year's Harvard Survey. People in

typical classes, according to Miller.
Miller wrote the student report on Con
dJin, and said that Schauer had asked
her to address "the potential of Condlin
as a typical law school professor."
Scllauer said that he was disturbed by
a media discussion o£ pending person
nel decisions, and especially by a
discussion of a candidate's theories of
legal education. "I am troubled by the
assumption that what a candidate bas
written

should

be

regarded

as

qualifying or disqualifying."
Schauer also pointed out that it would
be wrong "to suggest that we (the
faculty) endorse the views of anyone
merely by inviting him."

-----=--

ANATOMY OF A MURDER will be

presented by Obiter Dicta on Friday
and Saturday, February 15th and
16th at 8 p.m. and Sunday, February
17th at-3 p.m. in the Lawyers' Club
Lounge. Tickets are $3.50 or $2.50
for students with J.D.'s and are
available at the Michigan Union
Ticket Office or in front of Room 100.
Profits to go to the Student Funded
Fellowships program.
THE

WOMEN'S
STUDIES
is accepting
ap
PROGRAM
plications
for two. Teaching
Assistant positions for fall-winter
1985-86 for the undergraduate course
"Women and the Law." Application
forms are available at the Women's
Studies
234
office,
West
Engineering, and at the Women Law
Students Association's office.

The

completed forms are due in the
Women's Studies office by 4 p.m.
Friday, February 22, 1985.
TRIAL PRACTICE READING:
Students who will be taking Trial
Practice during Spring Break are
expected to read Mauet's, Fun
damentals of Trial Practice, before
Sunday. February 24lh. Ed Stein
warns that there wiJJ be NO time
during the week of February 25th ror
you to read the book.
REMEMBER THE

NEEDY-The

LSSS is sponsoring an ongoing food

drive to benefit needy persons in the

terested in public interest jobs will

Washtenaw County area. Donations

want to keep close track of the Sur
vey.
Many job openings will be
found for a II classf'S.

ped off in

of non-perishable food can be drop
the collection box outside
of Room 100.

LESBiAN AND GAY Law Students
will hold its annual Valentine's Day
carnation sale on Thursday,
February 14th, in front o£ Room 100.

Proceeds from the sale will go to Ute
Women and the Law conference trip.

HLSA/BLSA-The Hispanic Law
Students Association and the Black
Law Students Alliance would
like to invite the law school com
munity to the HLSA/BLSA Cultural
Awareness fUm series. A film will
be shown every Thursday from noon
to 1 p.m. in Room 132 Hutchins Hall
beginning this Feb. 7 and ending
April 11.

These films are free and

vary in length from 28 to 60 minutes.
Feb. 14 El Hajj Mallk-El Sahba:n
Malcolm X (58 min.)
Feb. 21
Mexican-American :
lm:lsible Minority (38 min.)

The

TilE FAMILY LAW Project will be
interviewing for its Summer Coor
dinator position on February 18.
Applications and resumes should be
submitted to A. Parker, Rm. 4311
Michigan Union by Feb. 15.
SFF NEEDS YOU! G�t involved in
helping to support public interest in
ternships at Michigan. Come to a
short organizational meeting of the
Student Funded Fellowships Sup
port Group, Tuesday, February 19 at
7 : 00 p.m. in room 138. 1£ you cannot
make it, but want to help out on this
year's campaign anyway, please
contact John Barker

( 668-7890>,

Karen Baril (971-8617), or Bob Schiff
(995-1671).

Doctor Fegg Grants
Exclu sive Interv iew
By Steve Hunter
After plastering his message on the

walls of Hutchins Hall for nearly three
months, Dr. Fegg has come halfway to

the surface by granting a face to face
interview with the RG.
Fegg explained that he wasn't a
member of the law school newspaper
because he is "a performer on the in
side, but shy on the outside." Fegg also
described his anonynimity as a way of
getting his message across. "1 felt if I
could do it in a funny way, through
someone
who
was
borderline
despicable, I could get (students) to
think about things. Not knowing who is
doing the talking is par� of the enter
tainment value of Fegg's Obs."
The anonymous author also made it
clear that he has worked alone. "So far
I've worked alone, except the very first

would enjoy reading. I knew Kamisar
and St. Antoine were big enough that I
could poke fun at them without hurt
feelings.
Fegg also stressed that he was riot out
to hurt anyone's feelings. "The thing
about the summer starters, I realized
that part wasn't very well considered. r
regretted writing those lines.

I'm

hoping my whole presentation keeps
people from taking things
too
seriously. "
Another erroneous theory is that
Fegg s
i on law review. "I'm not law
review. I think I've been pretty for·
thright about that. It's my hope that
people will listen to others even if they
lack law review credentials. That's one
of the points I've tried to make."
How well does Fegg himself do?

issue someone typed for me," Fegg ex·
plained. "There is someone who has

"I'm not the top or bottom person in the
law school rankings," he said. "Fegg

promised me a poem for next time."
Fegg added, "I'd like to get people to

tries to make it clear in every issue that
he's no expert but that he has some

contribute things."
As for the idea that Fegg is a malcon·

more thought."

tent who enjoys insulting professors,
Fegg maintains, "I'm one of the few
people who has really enjoyed law
school.

I wanted to say something

about the professor's idiosyncracies,
but the more important thing was to get
people to read it. 1 knew (the critique of
the professors) was something people

Tropical: law students dressed' for an idyllic week in Cancun thronged the
Lawyer 's Club Lounge Saturday for the annual Tropics Party.

thoughts that should at least provoke
The final answer Fegg gave was how
all the observations began. "What star
ted this whole thing is that I witnessed
in a lot of classes people hissing to shut
up other people. Generally it happened
when someone expressed a view that
the hissers found too intolerant. I found
that ironic and kind of disturbing."

ANNOUNCING:
1985 CAMPBELL COMPETITION SEMIFINALS
Oral A rgument
Monday, Feb.

18th
4:30 to 5:30 p.m.

3:30 to 4:30 p.m.

Thomas Mueller

vs.

*Richard Garcia

vs.

*Rex Sharp

Lehigh University

University ofNotre Dame

Bethlehem, PA

La Mesa, CA

•

Charles Boehrer
University of Wisconsin

Stanford University

Whitefish Bay, WI

Liberal, KS

Raymond Rundelli

Mark .Weinhardt

Lori McAllister
Central Michigan University
Ithaca, Ml

Dartmouth College

Miami (Ohio) University

Cedar Rapids, lA

Parma, OH

Tuesday, Feb. 19th
4:40 to 5:30 p.m .

3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Perrin Rynders

Calvin College
Union Lake, Ml

vs.

•

*Sam Dimon

*Barry Pfeifer

vs.

*Sheila Foran

Harvard University

Emory Univerity

University of Illinos
i

Ann Arbor, Ml

Silver Spring, MD

Prospect Heights, IL

Michael McCarthy

Mark Berry

Monty Levy

Harvard University

Emory University

Seattle, WA

Morristown, NJ

Ohio State University
Worthington, OH

*Presenting Oral Argument
Presiding Justices: W . McCree, J . Reed1 J . Israel,

S . Payton, and P.

Van

Hoek

6. before mortis (latin)

Crossword

ACROSS
1. feelings <colloquial)

By Joseph Mazzarese

7. before facto <latin)
8. before cycle or pod (prefix)

6. reference, for short
10. inherent
11. kitchen garment
13. showy celebration
14. The,King & I, or The Sound of Music

9. geological period

16. the number to be
17. mediocre

20. pens
21. electric fauna

18. woman's name
19. before loquitur (2 words, latin)
21. unsaturated hudrocarbons
22. seine

23. strikes out

23. senses
24. same
27. chum

12. umbilicus
14. vast majority
15. lower number
17. after Graf

24. too

25. depart
26. reflexive pronoun
'1:1. remove the cover

29. long-distance runner
30. weather phenomena

28. rents

29. guilty mind <2 words, latin)
33. foreign airline
34. baked items
35. every

36. including everything
38. knob or wheel, e.g.
39. runoff ot marry
40. five (prefix)
41. fright
42. Norwegian dramatist

31. make very happy
32. man's name
34. daddy
37. fish eggs

38. new socialite, in short

40. Greek letter
SOLUTION
VIBES CITE
!NATE APRON
GALA MUS I CAL
ONE SOSO EVE
RESIPSA ENES
NET FEELS

DOWN
1. strength
2. senseless
3. large bundles
4. estimated time of arrival (abbrev.)
5. compass pt.

ALlKE PAL
LETS MENSREA
SAS PIES ALL
OVERALL DIAL
ELOPE PENTA
FEARmSEN

Starman

E. T. With Clo th es
By Kim Cahill

Try to 1magine if E.T. looked just like

Unfortunately,

the Department of

Defense has some other ideas.

Once

everyone else and could get out and
mingle with the general population.

they determine that he's not � foreign
missile, they set out to chase h1m cross

That's basically what you've got in

country in hopes of studying him. The

John Carpenter's new movie "Star·
man." Jeff Bridges is the alien who
kidnaps a young widow to take him

military
is
given
a
pretly
unimaginative "bad guy" treatment.

cross-country to rendezvous with ship

academician, played by Charles Martm
Smith.

that will take him back to his own
world.
After making contact with the
Voyager 6 spacecraft and its "in·

The only refreshing bit is

a

�

misplac

Although "Starman" may sound like
an "E.T." clone, it is actually more in·

vitation" to visit Earth, the Starman's
craft is shot down by the Defense
Department. He crash lands in nor·

alien to interact with the culture around

thern Wisconsin, and assumes the body

it lets the viewer try to explain his or

of a dead house painter. He then forces
the painter's widow to take him to
Arizona, where he will be able to return
to his own star.
ALONG THE WAY, this absolutely
human·looking alien gets to meet truck
drivers, redneck hunters, sensitive
scientists, crazed DOD operatives, and
manages to fall in love wilh Jenny
Hadyn played by Karen Allen,

woman who
Arizona.

s
i

the

helping him get to

Bridges is terrific as the aU·too
buman visitor. The tendency wilh a
role like this is to overplay it-to be
more like TV's Mork, which would be a
definite mistake in any feature length
film. His alien, with the guy·next-door
face, is just trying to be the politest
guest he can in our world. He's learned
our language (54 Earth languages, to be
exact), has assumed our physical form,
and is as eager to fit in as an adolescent
at the prom.

All he wants is to look

around for a bit and head home.

invite you to enjoy yourseif at Colonial Lan
•

The Pin Room Bar and Grill-enjoy Junch
aJld dinner in our newly remodeled grill .
Open until 2 AM.

•

BalJ Stop- Quickie Bar

•

Video Game Area

•

Big Screen T.¥.

teresting in the way lbat it allows the
him. It far surpasses "E.T." in the way
her own culture to this visitor.

Go
ahead, try to explain a place like Las
Vegas or a custom like deer huntin.g to
someone who's just dropped in from
beyond the Twilight Zone.

•

WHERE "Sf
A
R
M
A
N
" FALLS slut is in
maintaining the same fairytale like
morality that pervaded "E.T.".

Pro Shop-featuring a wide selection of
bowling balls, shoes, shirts and other
bowling accessories.
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Free Parking

Truisms are just a lot more palatable
when they're spouted by a to-year-old
lban by the likes of Karen Allen. And
certainly a more realistic tone is called
for in portraying the entire United
States government as well-educated
boneheads.
The success of "Starman" is largely
due to Jeff Bridges' wonderful perfor·
mance in the title role. It's a tough row
to hoe to play an extraterrestrial.
Without a little restraint, this would
have been no more than a cheap rip-off.
His innate sense of a being slowly adap
ting and assimilating into a new world
makes this movie worth seeing.

Colonial Lanes
1950 S. l ndustrial Hwy.

Ann Arbor

•
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N01 che 0/fJCiaJLAwyer's Handbook
Kev in P. Ward, Esq

.

New American Library
New York, l984

So when a copy of Not tbe Official
Lawyer's Handbook found its way to

of these humorists wrote in the sim
plest terms possible.
Still, I think many law students

tions, wher'e only the truly worthy

would enjoy Not the Official
Lawyer's Handbook. People seem

the R.G. office, I was set'to unleash
my accumulated vitriol upon its

. . into a gauntlet of mythic propor

head.

sur.rive."

Unfortunately, this is not a

bad book-it's even kind of funny.
Books like this are dangerous. It's
not that they spread misinfor
mation, or that they divert the

history . . . combining elements of
the Odyssey, the labors of Hercules.

for it is mostly about law school.

a friend of mine at Harvard Law
School awoke to find not one, but two

The author, a Harvard Law School

Mr. Ward also thinks it's funny to
"miscreant"
for
substitute

alumnus, really knows his subject.

"criminal," or to write about "the

copies of The

From asshole <gunner) bingo to the

waves of inevitable blind panic and
existential nausea inspired by this

Lawyer's

periences replayed for them. David
Brenner bas made a living of saying
things like, " Hey when I'm in bed, I

very witty, but he strains to make a
joke in every sentence, and, read in
more than five minute doses, that

Orricial Law Student's Handbook,

public's. book-buying dollars away
from more deserving titles. What
really bothers me s
i that my friends
and I keep receiving these damn
books as presents. Last Christmas,

Official

to love to have their everyday ex

Mr. Ward's style, unfortunately,
falls a bit short of the mark. Be's

Not the OUicial Lawyer's han
dbook shouldreally be called Not the

becomes cloying.

1fx 11.lihris

always turn over the pillow to rest
my bead on the cool side. Why do l
do that ? ! "
And the audience

But this is

probably more the fault of the genre
than the author.

Handbook nestled beneath his tree.

Erie Doctrine, Mr. Ward writes with

Law students and these books go
together like bar-mitzvah boys and
pen and pencil sets.

authority on the law school ex
perience, which he calls "the single

responds by shaking their heads and
saying, "Yeah! I do that tool"
For those of you who love this
mimetic comedy, you probably will
like Mr. Ward's book. But if you are
shopping for a girt for me, I'd prefer
a quart of Goebel's and a gift cer
tificate from Krazy Jim's.
-Jim Komie

epiphany." Lofty diction does not a
comic genius make.
Look to
Wodehouse, Thurber, or White-all

most famous rite of passage in

'Pa ssage To India , Passes R G Mu ster
By KIM CAHILL
OK, OK, every critic from here to
Abu Dabi has been telling you that
David Lean's "A Passage To India" is
possibly the most impressive cinematic
event ever, to be topped only by the
second coming Ct.hal's if they can get
some creative financing and the right
director). And yes, 1 thought it was a

One of the best things about "A
Passage To India" 1s the tone in which

tening, and goes a long way to making

velous as Adela's travelling com

the movie is presented. There are no
absolute messages, no overpowering

this a movie well worth seeing and re
seeing.

panion, Mrs. Moore, who seems to have
a wonderful sense of pragmatism that
carries her through the story's most
traumatic mements.
Alec Guiness s
i an inscrutable Hindu
scholar who seems to be Mrs. Moore's
Indian counterpart. He is sure of him

wonderful movie. And yes, 1 think you

self, sure of his place in society, and
because of this, can remain detatched

"A Passage t o India" is E.M. For
ster's noveJ about a young woman in

from the public hysteria that follows
Adelea's charges. Victor Banj�ree is

should go to see it.

Edwardian England who goes to India
to join her fiance and in the process
makes a number of disturbing
discoveries about berseU. While sight

quite the opposite as the young doctor
who is accused of assaulting Adela.
WESTERN-EDUCATED

but

ex

seeing, she suddenly accuses the Indian
doctor who is her guide of attempting to

cluded . from any vestige of English
society in India, Dr. Assid cannot find

rape her. The rest of t.he movie involves

any comfortable place for himself. He

the lengthy triaJ the Indian doctor is put

through.
"A Passage to India" is certainly a
David Lean movie. It bas enough spec
tacle lo stop a clock. It bas authentic,
exotic Indian locations, military
ceremonies, native weddings, and just
the right dose of the British stiff upper

Up.
THE BEST PART of the movie is its
wonderful characters, and the dense
story that Forster wrote and Lean
adapted for the screen. Most of the
characters deserve a movie

(or a

nove)) of their own. They are a study in

contrasts - Indian and English, young
and old, worldly-wise and naive.
Judy Davis plays the young English
woman, Adela Quested, and does a fine

job of showing the repressed side of

is held

n
i

awe by most of his Indian

neighbors, yet ignored by t.he British n
i
India as a kind of odd hybrid.
The story that Forster has given
director Lean to work with is as layered
as an onion. When you've finished wit.h
one layer, there's always another just
underneath. The initial story line of the
prejudice of the English in India and
the arrogance of their colonialism
easily gives way to the story of the fun
damental differences of Western and
Eastern cultures and the difficulty of
fusing them. Beneath all of this lies the
most interesting story of all-the story
of the discoveries that Adela and Dr.
Assid make about themselves.
The
delicacy of t.he stories and their in
tricate weaving say much for Lean's
screenplay and direction.

"musts" or "must nots." The freedom

Senate Reviews School
Accreditation Self-Study

Kleenex Briefs
THE COURT: Well, I may not be prepared. You

golks run around here as if you've got your own
private circuit judge that's always available at beck
and call to do whatever you like. . .
Be that as it may, it is apparent here that this case
involves extremely complex s
i sues of law, a num
ber of federal statutes with which this Court has ab
solutely no famiJiarity; never heard of them;
haven't the faintest idea what the Williams Act is.
And if you want to know the truth, I'm not interested
in finding out.

But all I'm saying is that they're extremely com

this Court feels totally ill equipped

to handle issues of t.his type in the manner in 'Which

lo the Law School will have access to

By Andrea Lodahl
The Law School Student Senate
discussed a draft report on the ABA Ac
creditation Self-Study distributed by

su£ficient financial aid to be able to at
lend. " Senator Reggie Turner pointed

Dean Edward Cooper for comments

out a possible dis{·repancy between the
admitted reliance on Joan programs,

and will meet Tuesday evening as the
RG goes to press to discuss comments

elsewhere in the docurpent to en

they may make to Dean Cooper.
The Reinspection Self-Study IS an op·
portunity for the Law School to sum
marize the changes and new initiatives
undertaken during the period since tht>
last reinspection, in addition to
proposals under consideration.
Senators

commented

on

various

statements <:ontained in the draft
which, accordmg to President Jim
Lancaster, ''cried out for comment . "
Lancaster called attention t o some
statements that sounded more like
""ish lists" or non-statements than ac·
tual accomplishments or programs,
such as the statement, "One of the
questions that must be addressed
periodically is the share of our total
financial aid resources that shouJd be
allocated to the minority admissions
program." Noting the statement, "For

the past several years, we have been
able to sav that everv student admitted

Law in the Raw

plex issues, and

that Lean allows the viewer is hear

Adela that finally explodes in the Indian
tropics. Dame Peggy Ashcroft is mar

this statement, and the desire professed
courage a diversity of careers.
In other business, the Senate ap·
proved informa!Jy or a plan by Turner
to resume collection of food donations
for the needy as was done during the
past holiday season. Senator Imber
suggested using the Pub as a collection
location for cash donations, "e.g. the
March of Dimes " A box will be placed
outside Room 100 for food donations,
and proceeds will go to the St. John's
prganization in Ypsilanti which is non·
denominational in its charitable ac·
tivities.
The Loan Forgiveness Task Force
meeting was also discussed,

with

Senator Turner expressing an opinion
that the cr1teria for loan forgiveness
should not be ideologically based.
Secretary Hard replied that "That
problem has probably solved itself,··
citing Administration insistence on a
purely income-based test.

Compiled by Dana Deane and Nora Kelly

they are being presented, SO·page memorandums,
passing back and forth like Kleenexes around here.
Everybody whips them out or their pockets by the
dozens, throws them on the table for the Court to
read, and with no time to read them, no time to
study them, most of the authorities being not
available to the Court to even check. . .

cumstances with what I have, with the time con
straints imposed.

The order stands.

Petition for

rehearing denied. Thank you. (End of hearing.)
-rrom the Iowa State Bar Assoc. News Bulletin,
excerpted rrom a hearing in Leon County, Florida;
Judge Donald Hartwell presiding.

Again, I understand your problems. It's evidently
a crisis situation from everyone's point of view. But
for that very reason, you all know how to get to the
DCA( District Court of Appeals ). It's right down the
hill, and they've got all kinds of people down there
that can address this problem.
I've said what I've said. That's it. I'm not setting
aside my last order.

It may be wrong; wouldn't

surprise me in the least: wouldn't be offended if I
got reversed. I've done the best I can under the cir-

In a dtvorce ('Our/ recemly, ritejudge was astonished to
see an 89·1•ear-old woman and a 92·year-old man seekmg to
end tlteir marriage.

"Wity, ajrer aft these years, do you

now want a divorce? " asked the perplexedjudge.

Tlte petitioners calmly explained, "We wanted to wait
until tlte cltildren -..·ere dead. "
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